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Abstract

A school’s production/services unit (P/SU) constitutes a process of business activity for both academic and commercial purpose that the school performs continuously by empowering the school’s members and environment in the form of professionally-managed production/services business unit.

This research aims at 1) describing the planning of production/services unit in Business and Marketing Expertise Program at State Vocational High School 2 Singkawang, 2) describing the organization of production/services unit in Business and Marketing Expertise Program at State Vocational High School 2 Singkawang, 3) describing the operation of production/services unit in Business and Marketing Expertise Program at State Vocational High School 2 Singkawang, 4) describing the monitoring of production/services unit in Business and Marketing Expertise Program at State Vocational High School 2 Singkawang, 5) describing the obstacles encountered in managing the production/services unit in Business and Marketing Expertise Program at State Vocational High School 2 Singkawang, 6) describing the efforts made to deal with these obstacles encountered in managing the production/services unit in Business and Marketing Expertise Program at State Vocational High School 2 Singkawang.

The approach in this research is qualitative strengthened with descriptive method. The research focus is on the management of production/services unit in Business and Marketing Expertise Program at State Vocational High School 2 Singkawang in such aspects as planning, operation, organization and monitoring. The data are gathered using interview, observation and documentation.

The research findings are: 1) The planning of production/services unit in Business and Marketing Expertise Program at State Vocational High School 2 Singkawang takes the school’s vision and missions and its education and business aspects into consideration, 2) the organization begins with the establishment of administrators and drafting the main job descriptions and functions of each department in a clear and comprehensible language, 3) The field executors actively involved in the production unit’s activities as daily sales service officers are those selected students from the so-called Alfamart class which constitutes a cooperation between the school and PT. Sumber Alfaria Trijaya Tbk., 4) the presence of this Business and Marketing Expertise Program’s production unit has been capable of adding more places and increasing the capacity for apprentice or industrial work practice students, 5) the monitoring of production unit is performed towards officer’s behavior, customers,
administration and good stock. Finally, 6) the more spacious room needs to be immediately selected based on the capacity and service duration in order to optimize the potential customers which amount to more than 1,200 students and teachers.
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**Introduction**

A school’s production/services unit (P/SU) constitutes a process of business activity for both academic and commercial purpose that the school performs continuously by empowering the school’s members and environment in the form of professionally-managed production/services business unit. Bambang Sartono in *Materi Pembinaan Kompetensi Calon Kepala Sekolah/Kepala Sekolah* [Materials for Future Principal/Principal’s Competence Development] (Depdiknas, 2007:6) also states that an SMK/MAK’s (Sekolah Menengah Kejuruan [Public Vocational Senior High School]/Madrasah Aliyah Kejuruan [Islamic Vocational Senior High School]) production/services unit is a place of entrepreneurship in schools, thus it should be managed for both academic and commercial purpose and institutionalized in a business organization. The presence of production/services unit at Vocational Senior High School is highly important and one can even say that its existence is compulsory.

SMK is an educational institution directed towards the creation of skilled and professional labors profesional to allow their placement in both business and industry world. Also, it tries to keep their graduates’ skills up to date by developing their entrepreneurship mentality. This is in accordance with the Government Regulation Number 29 year 1990 which formulates that “Vocational Secondary Education shall prioritize the preparation of students to work and to develop their professional attitude”. State Vocational High School 2 Singkawang is a State Vocational High School in Singkawang Municipality and it has expertise programs it has developed, they are Accounting Expertise program which aims at producing accounting and bookkeeping professionals, Office Administration Expertise program which has the purpose of generating competent graduates in the field of organizing office administration, Business and Marketing Expertise Program with its goal of producing graduates skilled business and marketing fields, Multimedia Expertise program which strives to generate manpower adept at communication technology and its supporting devices and finally Pharmacy/Health Expertise program with its objective to produce competent graduates in pharmacy/health service field. This school also has many advantages, including: (1) Trusted by the Ministry of Education and Culture as the only Referred Vocational High School in Singkawang Municipality, (2) Having been certified with ISO 9001;2008 from a well-known Certification Institution since 2012 until recently, (3) Constantly superior in many Academic and Non-Academic achievements, and (4) Located highly strategically at the heart of the town leading to its great accessibility.

In order to produce competent, skilled labors in their respective fields, State Vocational High School 2 Singkawang have made various attempts in order for its graduate to either work for others or create their own businesses. One program to support this is performed through production unit activity at the school. In addition to strengthen the hard skills that the students have, they are involved in this production unit to obtain knowledge on how to manage certain types of business (soft skill). This effort is compliant with the Government Regulation Number 29 year 1990 in article 29 paragraph 2, which states that: “in order to prepare SMK students to be workers, at SMKs a Production unit which operates professionally can be established”. 
The production/services unit in State Vocational High School 2 Singkawang, especially the one in Business dan Management Expertise field in Business and Marketing Expertise Program can develop well and even bind cooperation with business/industry world (DU-DI) as inaugurated through Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between State Vocational High School 2 Singkawang and Alfamart. Therefore, this production/services unit can actually benefit the school’s members and surrounding society alike. Based on the preliminary observation that the researcher has conducted through some discussions with the principal as well as with vocational teachers, it is found that it has encountered some obstacles. These obstacles standing in the way of the development of production unit include (1) limited working capital to purchase tools and materials; (2) teacher’s difficulty in managing their time to teach in classroom and to guide the production unit; (3) the fact that not all teachers have shared the same understanding on this production unit development program, hence some of these teachers object the idea of allowing their students to join the production unit practice activity during their lesson; (4) students’ motivation in executing the practice learning in this production unit is still low, with some of them being unaware that this production unit constitutes a means of practice to improve their skills; (5) the difficulty encountered to build cooperation with business world to develop this production unit.

The researcher is interested in studying the management of this production/services unit in Business and Marketing Expertise Program at State Vocational High School 2 Singkawang. The reasons as to why this research makes it its object are: (1) Its business activities are done within SMKN 2 Singkawang, (2) its business location is easily accessible, (3) the responsibility for managing this Business and Marketing Expertise Program’s production/services unit falls fully to the school, (4) The management of this production/services unit is mostly done by the school’s members rather than the supporting industry, (5) There is profit that the school receives from this school’s production/services unit activities to help the education financing, (6) the number of students and teachers as well as staff/employees which amount to more than 1200 can be used as potential future customers which can be the target market for its production unit activity (7) the cooperation with business world has lasted for more than a year, thus the management should be eligible to be a topic for research, and (8) the cooperation between this production/services unit in Business and Marketing Expertise Program at State Vocational High School 2 and the industry world has been lasting continuously.

**Literature Review**

Management is an activity performed to facilitate the achievement of common goals in an organization as well as to manage all of organization’s resources, such as facilities and infrastructures, time, HR, methods and other in an effective, innovative, creative, solutive, and efficient manner. The researcher concludes that management is an activity held continuously where planning, organization, operation and monitoring in managing the existing resources serve as parts of a set of activities done in stages to achieve the goals.

Graduation standards are the main reference to develop content standards, process standards, educational evaluation standards, educator and education staff standards, facility and infrastructure standards, management standards, and financing standards. In the Ministerial Regulation of Education and Culture Number 20 year 2016, it is stated that “Graduate Competence Standards are the criteria regarding the qualification of graduates’ ability which include attitude, knowledge, and skills”. Thus, the Graduate Competence Standards consist of students’ ability qualification criteria which are expected to be achieved when they complete their study in the school at SMK education level. One of the efforts to
pass this graduate competence standards is by developing school’s production unit at each expertise program in the vocational senior high school. Vocational senior high school prioritizes the development of students’ ability to perform certain kinds of job, therefore SMK administers education programs as adjusted to the types of occupation. In relation to this, SMK is classified into several expertise fields, which includes several expertise programs and detailed further into several expertise competences.

The management of production/services unit at schools deals with business and education aspects, hence this production/services unit needs to be managed well and properly in order to achieve the goals. Whether the production unit in SMK fails or succeeds, it is highly dependent on the management applied in the relevant school. Therefore, it is important to strengthen the SMK management in order for the production unit to be developed in the effort of improving the graduate’s competitiveness.

Methodology

This research uses qualitative approach. The qualitative data are analyzed during the research term, i.e. from the beginning to the end, without having to wait until all data are completely gathered. The data analysis begins with a review of a number of data which are available from many sources, i.e. interview, observation, and documentation. The presentation of data in this research is done by collecting the prepared information which gives the possibility of drawing conclusion and taking action. By observing the data on the management of production/services unit in Business and Marketing Expertise Program at SMKN 2 Singkawang, we will be able to grasp what is happening and what should be done further, either to analyze or to take action based on the obtained understanding and presentations.

The analysis performed on all of the data and information obtained through interview, observation and document collection regarding the management of production/services unit in Business and Marketing Expertise Program at State Vocational High School 2 Singkawang. The researcher analyzes the interview result based on her understanding on what are revealed by the respondents, the observation and documentation results during the data collection process. The classified data are then reviewed by the researcher thoroughly and important themes and their key words are found. This way, the research can capture the experience, problems, and dynamic occurring in the subject.

Result and Discussion

When it comes to the planning of production/services unit, thanks to this planning of production/services unit, all elements of parts can do their jobs in a directed and measurable manner for they have a clear guideline. The management of production unit should also be initiated with a good planning.

In regard to the organization of production/services unit, the structure of administrators of production unit has been adequate, yet some of these administrators assume double positions, particularly the chief of Business and Marketing Expertise Program who is also the chief of production/services unit while in the articles of association it is stated the expertise program chief shall assume the position of Supervisor. The solution offered for this problem is to amend the provisions of production/services unit’s Articles of Association or to appoint a teacher who is not assuming any position in the school’s organizational structure as the chief of production/services unit to allow a more optimal administrative function.
In terms of the operation of production/services unit, the sales services activities performed by students have been implemented smoothly. The students appointed to perform the daily attendant duty can skillfully operate the sales system as implemented in the sales business retail. Even if it is just a half of the total number of students who want to shop in this production/services unit, then it is impossible to provide the best service from both time and capacity perspectives. The researcher offers a solution, which is if it is possible to establish a promotional duty officers who are tasked specifically to be representatives of their classmates who want to buy something from the unit, hence not all of them should come in huddle and queue too long to choose and pay the goods they buy.

As to the monitoring of production/services unit, it has been executed by the officers in charge of marketing and finance. However, the monitoring has not used the monitoring reference standards. In addition to serving the customers, those students in daily attendant duty also oversee or monitor, to be precise, the customers who are choosing which goods they want to buy in order to prevent any fraud. For this reason, the installation of CCTV as an aid of monitoring shall better be immediately realized. Until this aid of monitoring is installed, for this time being it can be dealt with by adding the number of students to be the attendants. This also serves as an opportunity provided to more students to have some time to practice in this production/services unit.

Speaking of the obstacles encountered and the efforts to solve them, as informed by the principals of SMKs in Singkawang Municipality, generally the obstacles they encounter in developing this production unit’s activities are (1) limited working capital to purchase tools and materials; (2) teacher’s difficulty in managing their time; (3) students’ low motivation in executing the practice learning in this production unit; (4) the difficulty in building cooperation with the business world to develop the production unit (5) the limited time for operating the production unit’s activities, and (6) minimum amount of finance.

The production unit in Business and Marketing Expertise Program at State Vocational High School 2 Singkawang has been proven successful in dealing with some of these obstacles. The capital, equipment and technical obstacles are overcome by cooperating with the business partner Alfamart and Allice es-cream. The limited time obstacle is dealt with by giving discounts and improving the promotional activities. Meanwhile, those obstacles which have something to do with teachers and students, the principal is actively involved in giving explanation and motivation during meetings, ceremonies and other opportunities in order for all parties to contribute to the successful development of this school’s production unit.

It is also important to intensify the promotion and dissemination to the society around the school to help increase the sales of available products. It is urgent to procure a more spacious room for the production/services unit’s activity by either utilizing the less productive rooms or submitting a proposal for room procurement to the government.

Conclusion
1. Planning of Production/Services Unit

The planning of production/services unit in Business and Marketing Expertise Program at SMKNegeri 2 Singkawang has been performed well, where the production/services unit’s formulated vision and missions and goals supports the achievement of school’s vision and missions. The establishment of production unit is decided in teacher’s board meeting and performed together with the business world, including the planning analysis in the form of analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT analysis) in the process of planning of production unit establishment.
2. Organization of Production/Services Unit

The organization in this production unit activity in Business and Marketing Expertise Program at State Vocational High School 2 Singkawang has been performed well, as indicated by the cooperation agreement with the business world which allow them to avoid overlapping authorities and the independence of those students in daily duty who can perform their jobs well and smoothly. The organizational structure needs to add Study Program Chief and secretary in order to realize what has been formulated in the Articles of Association. Additionally, there should be no overlapping authorities between the school and the business world as its business partner.

3. Operation of Production/Services Unit

The production unit in Business and Marketing Expertise Program at State Vocational High School 2 Singkawang has been operated well. The students actively involved in the production unit activities are selected from the so-called Alfamart class which is established and nurtured by the school and PT. Sumber Alfaria Trijaya Tbk. The service in this production unit is provided beyond the learning hours, thus it would not interfere with their learning time. The sales and finance are administered professionally as generally applicable to all Alfamart minimarts. The practice activity that students perform is directed towards the achievement of graduate’s competence standards.

4. Monitoring of Unit Production/Service

The production/services unit in Business and Marketing Expertise Program at State Vocational High School 2 Singkawang is monitored in a simplified manner. They have not used measurable reference standards. The daily regular monitoring is done by the administrators in charge of finance and marketing. Meanwhile, the business world as a its supporting partner performs the monitoring periodically. The customer monitoring has yet used CCTV technology.

5. The obstacles encountered and the efforts made to solve them

The obstacles in the planning of this production/services unit in Business and Marketing Expertise Program at State Vocational High School 2 Singkawang have been dealt with well. In the organization though some still have double positions as study program chief and production unit chief. The obstacle in the operation of production unit which has not been dealt with is the recruitment of workers designated specifically for sales service other than from the school’s students. Finally, the CCTV will be immediately installed to support the monitoring.
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